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The Faraday Shields Loss of Transformers
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Huai Wang, Senior Member, IEEE, Jingxin Hu, Member, IEEE, Long Jin,

Frede Blaabjerg, Fellow, IEEE, and Rik W. De Doncker, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Faraday shields are widely used in high-
frequency transformers to conduct the common-mode
(CM) current to the ground. They are normally located in
the high magnetomotive force (MMF) region, where severe
eddy currents are induced and contribute considerable
magnetic field losses. In this paper, an analytical procedure
is presented for the magnetically-induced loss in Faraday
shields. It is originally derived from shields of foil conduc-
tors. Then it is extended to different shields with round
and Litz wire, and different configurations, e.g., multi-layer
shields, interleaved windings, and coaxial transformers.
It is verified by the finite element method (FEM) and
experimental results in six case studies. Moreover, the
criteria to determine the losses of Faraday shields is given
and a design procedure is presented to reduce the shield
losses at a certain level while keeping the functionality.
Finally, a case study is provided to verify the shield design
procedure on a 100 kHz transformer.

Index Terms—Common-mode (CM) current, Faraday
shield, eddy current, winding losses, isolation transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

T he high-frequency common-mode (CM) noise comes
from the fast switching devices and affects the cost

and performance of power electronic converters. A Faraday
shield conducts the CM current to the ground, and provide
galvanic isolation functions [1, 2], as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
It is open-circuited, grounded, and located between primary
and secondary. The inter-winding capacitance C12 is replaced
by the capacitance between the Faraday shield and windings,
C1f and C2f, respectively, as in Fig. 1(b), (c), and (d). So,
the capacitive coupling between the primary and secondary
is significantly reduced. The Faraday shield is widely used
in sensitive electronics such as audio circuits, electric vehi-
cles [3, 4], PV systems [5], and high-frequency transformers
in converters [6–10].
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There are two kinds of losses in the Faraday shield, i.e.,
the CM current loss and the magnetically-induced loss. The
first one results from the CM current. The CM current also
generates the dielectric loss in the insulation material. Both of
them are normally neglected, as discussed in Section IV. The
magnetically-induced loss is from eddy currents induced by
the magnetic field from the windings. It is purely ac resistive
loss modeled by the ac resistance, and is the focus of this
paper. It also represents the loss of the shield in this paper
unless clarified.

The analytical models of the windings loss have been
well established in the past. Dowell first derived the closed-
form expression for transformer windings in the Cartesian
coordinate system [11]. It is widely applied for the wind-
ing resistance calculation and optimization [12–14]. Another
model is proposed by Ferreira in [15] for round wires and
later extended to other kinds of wires. The loss models for
Litz wire are proposed in [16–18]. Moreover, the numerical
computation method provides more accurate results than one-
dimensional formulas and is also adopted for fast resistance
calculation [19] and analytical formula parameters acquisition
and modification [20, 21].

For the loss of the shield, Lu et al. in [3, 9] analyze
the shield loss in both planar and coaxial transformers by
simulations and experiments. For the analytical approach, a
generic formula is proposed for the winding loss of power
electronic currents with a broad spectrum, and is extended to
the shield [22]. The shield losses in both sinusoidal and half
duty cycle full-rectangle-wave magnetic fields are analyzed,
and the normalized results are presented. It uses the field
harmonic analysis to obtain the magnetomotive force (MMF)
as the formula input, unlike Dowell’s equation using current
directly. It requires the knowledge of magnetic field analysis.
When the Fourier analysis of the harmonic current is feasible,
using Dowell’s equation in each frequency and sum up the
loss is also accurate and more accessible [23]. Moreover, the
experimental comparison is missing, and the accuracy of the
equation is under verification. In [24], the maximum shield
thickness is provided on a map that allows a 10% increase
of the winding loss under different frequency and winding
material. But no analytical equation is presented.

This paper studies the loss of the Faraday shields with three
major contributions:

1) A generic analytical formula for the shield loss is
presented by extending the formula in [22] to different shields,
e.g., the round wire, foil, and Litz wire; different winding
configurations, e.g., the multi-layer shields, non-interleaved,
and interleaved winding; and different types of transformers,
e.g., coaxial transformer.
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Fig. 1. The cross-section and equivalent circuit of a transformer with and without Faraday shields. (a) is the cross-section of an ETD core transformer with
Faraday shields between the primary and secondary windings. (b), (c), and (d) are the equivalent circuit of the transformer without, with 1 and 2 Faraday
shields, respectively. p1, p2, f1, f2, s1, s2 are the winding terminals of the primary, shield, and secondary, respectively. For the one shield case (c), the shield
is usually connected with p1/p2 in primary or s1/s2 in secondary; for two shields case (d), the shields are connected with p1/p2 and s1/s2, respectively. They
conduct the CM current iCM and i′CM to the respective ground. C12 is the capacitance between the primary and secondary. By adding the Faraday shield, C12
is significantly reduced and replaced by C1 f , C2 f , and C f f , which are the capacitance between the Faraday shield and the primary, secondary, and the second
shield, respectively.

2) The model is verified with finite element method (FEM)
simulations and experimental results with six case studies.

3) A design procedure of the Faraday shield is presented.
It is verified in a design case study. The criteria to determine
the loss of the shields are also presented.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the analyt-
ical equation for the Faraday shield loss is presented, followed
by a short review of Dowell’s equation. The analytical model
is applied and verified with different shields by six case studies
in Section III. Section IV presents the criteria to determine the
shield loss and the procedure to design the shield with a case
study. Section V finalizes the paper with the conclusion.

II. MAGNETIC FIELD LOSS MODELING

A. Winding Resistance without Faraday Shields

In 1966, Dowell derived the closed-form expression for ac
resistance of transformer winding Raci [11]

Raci = Rdci ·Fri

= Rdci ·4i[ςi +
2
3
(pi

2−1)ξi], i = 1, 2 and f
(1)

where

Rdci =
lwiρiNi

Ai
, Mi=

√
ηidwi

δi
,

ηi =
ti
√

kidwi

hc
, δi =

√
ρi

πµ f
,

ςi =
sinh(24i)+ sin(24i)

cosh(24i)− cos(24i)
ξi =

sinh4i− sin4i

cosh4i + cos4i
,

(2)

where Rdci is the dc resistance, Fri is the ac resistance ratio,
i = 1, 2, and f stands for the primary, secondary winding, and
the Faraday shield, respectively. Further parameter definitions
are summarized in Fig. 2.

B. Equivalent Resistance of the Winding with Faraday Shields

In the magnetic field, the skin and proximity effect induce
magnetic loss in wires. The skin effect is related to the internal
fields induced by the current. Ignoring the CM current, the
Faraday shield carries no circuit current. Therefore, it has no
skin effect, and the related magnetic field strength is zero

HintLf =−HintRf = 0 (3)
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• d1, d2, df                : thickness of foil or diameter of round wire                         
• dw1, dw2, dwf       : equivalent thickness
• dstr1, dstr2, dstrf   : strand diameter of Litz wire
• k1, k2, kf            : number of strands of Litz wire, = 1 for other wires
• p1, p2, pf           : equivalent number of layers
• po1, pO2             : original number of layers (bundle level for Litz)
• t1, t2, tf              : number of turns per layer

Dc resistance Rdci, eq. (2):             

Ac resistance factor Fri, eq. (1):             

Ac resistance Raci, eq. (1):             

Resistive loss of primary Pac1:             

Primary

Total ac resistance referred 
to primary

• μ           : permeability constant
• f            : frequency
• N1              : number of turns of primary
• I1, I2         : RMS current in primary/ secondary
• ∑          :  calculate the loss in each layer of the
                   winding/ shield, and sum up
• Npf, Nsf   :  numbers of turns of primary and 
                    secondary on the left side of the shield

• Subscript 1    : primary winding

Proximity effect factor ξi, eq. (2) :             

• lwi      : mean length per turn
• Ni       : number of turns of the winding
• ρi       : resistivity of the winding
• Ai       : cross section area of each turn
• Δi      : penetration ratio from step 1.2
• pi        : number of layers
• Ii         : RMS current in the winding

Skin effect factor ςi, eq. (2) :             

4

Round wire/ foil, 
eq. (A.6), Appx. A               

Litz wire               

• ρ1, ρ2, ρf    : resistivity of the winding/ shield
• h1, h2, hf    : height of the winding/ shield
• η1, η2, ηf    : porosity factor
• δ1, δ2, δf     : skin depth
• Δ1, Δ2, Δf   : penetration ratio
• lwf                    : shield mean length per turn
• hc              : height of the core window

• Subscript 2    : secondary winding • Subscript f     : Faraday shield

Primary

• Parameters definitions are in step 1

Proximity effect factor ξf, eq. (2) :             

Litz wire, 
eq. (7), Sec. III.B               

Multiple shields, 
Sec. III.D              

Interleaved, 
eq. (9,10), Sec. III.E             

1 2 N2

Equiv. layers pi , 
MMF coefficient α , 
eq.s (A.6, 7, 9, 10):             

1.3

without  α 

without  α 

without  α 

Resistive loss of secondary Pac2:             

Fig. 2. Five steps to calculate the ac resistance Rac and loss Pac of windings and the Faraday shield, including the resistances and losses of the primary
winding Rac1, Pac1 (step 2), secondary winding Rac2, Pac2 (step 3), and Faraday shield Racf, Pacf (step 4), respectively. The skin effect magnetic field intensity
HintL and HintR are with the first layer of the primary winding, and the external proximity effect magnetic field intensity HextLf and HextRf are with the Faraday
shield, respectively.
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TABLE I
WINDING PARAMETERS OF TRANSFORMERS P1 TO P4

Pri. Sec. Faraday shield
P1∼P4 P1 P2 P3 P4

Shield type Wire Litz Foil
Turns Ni 34 34 34 26 1
Layers pi 1 1 1 1 1
Dia. di (mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2
Strands k f 25

Raci @ 200 kHz (Ω) P1 P2 P3 P4

Pri. Rac1 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28
Sec. Rac2 0.34 0.37 0.39 0.34
Shield Racf 0.66 0.30 0.06

where HintLf and HintRf are the internal magnetic field strengths
on the left and right side of the shield, respectively.

The proximity effect is generated by external fields of
windings nearby. The Faraday shield locates between the
primary and secondary windings with the high magnetomotive
force (MMF). Dowell’s equation assumes that the field line
is one-dimensional, straight, and parallel with the winding
in z direction, as in Fig. 2. When applied here, the external
magnetic field intensity on the left and right side of the shield
are

HextLf = HextRf =
NiÎi

hc
,

i = 1 for primary and 2 for secondary
(4)

where Îi is the peak current of the primary or secondary
winding. The proximity effect induces the uneven current
distribution in wires and leads to ac resistive losses.

Substituting the field intensities into (A.5) in Appendix A,
the loss Pacf in the Faraday shields is derived as (A.5). (A.5) is
also available by extending the general equations with the field
analysis method in [22]. Pacf is represented as an increment of
the ac resistance of the primary side Racf

Racf = p f ·α
24 f lw f ρ f ξ f

h f dwf
(5)

with the MMF coefficient α = N1
2. Other parameters are

defined in Fig. 2. Different shield and winding types are
considered by changing p f and α according to Fig. 2 step
1 and Fig. 7. For current with harmonics, the total loss is the
sum of Pacf at the frequency of its Fourier components.

III. MODEL ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION: SIX CASE
STUDIES

A. Case 1: The Round Wire Faraday Shield

Two transformers without and with round wire Faraday
shield are built and compared, named Prototype 1 and 2 (P1
and P2), respectively. The core is ETD 59/31/22 ferrite and is
kept the same in the following cases 2, 3, 4, and 5. The height
of the core window hc = 44 mm. The primary, secondary,

TABLE II
STEPS TO Rac OF P2 AT 200 KHZ

Step Item Pri.(i = 1) / Shield (i = f )

Sec.(i = 2)

1.1 dwi

√
π×1
2 = 0.89

√
π×1
2 = 0.89

1.2.1 η
34
√

1×0.89
44 = 0.69 34

√
1×0.89
44 = 0.69

1.2.2 δi

√
1.68×10−8

π(4π×10−7)×(200×103)
= δ1 = 0.15

= 0.15

1.2.3 ∆i

√
0.69×0.89

0.15 = 4.93
√

0.69×0.89
0.15 = 4.93

1.3.1 pi 1 1

1.3.2 α 342 = 1156

2.1 Rdc1
0.0789×(1.68×10−8)×34

π×(1×10−3/2)2

= 0.057Ω

3.1 Rdc2
0.1040×(1.68×10−8)×34

π×(1×10−3/2)2

= 0.076Ω

2.2/3.2/ ξi
sinh(4.93)−sin(4.93)
cosh(4.93)+cos(4.93)

sinh(4.93)−sin(4.93)
cosh(4.93)+cos(4.93)

4.1 = 1.01 = 1.01

2.3/3.3 ςi
sinh(2×4.93)+sin(2×4.93)
cosh(2×4.93)−cos(2×4.93)

= 1.00

2.4/3.4 Fr1 4.93×[1.00+ 2
3 (12−1)×1.01]

= 4.93

2.5 Rac1 0.057×4.93=0.28Ω

3.5 Rac2 0.076×4.93=0.37Ω

4.2 Racf 1×1156× 2×4.93×0.0914
34×0.89×10−3

× (1.68×10−8)×1.01
0.89×10−3 =0.66

5 Rac 0.28+ 12

12×0.37=0.65Ω 0.65+0.66=1.31Ω

and round-wire shield are all with the 1.0 mm diameter wire.
It makes the penetration ratio 4 = 5 when f = 200 kHz.
4 higher than that leads to severe eddy current loss and
increasing error of Dowell’s equation and related assumptions.

The winding configurations and the calculated winding
and shield resistance at 200 kHz are given in Table I. A
detailed calculation procedure of the winding resistance of P2
at 200 kHz is given in Table II. The parameters and operators
in equations follow the orders in Fig. 2. For wire diameter
parameters the unit mm is used, others are SI units unless
marked.

The analytical, finite element simulation, and experimental
results are presented in Fig. 3. The additional loss of the
Faraday shields is represented by the resistance increment
(5) in the simulation and experiments. The two-dimensional
(2D) axisymmetric FEM simulations are performed with the
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Fig. 3. (a) Transformer P2 with the round wire shield under construction and its simulation at 200 kHz. (b) The analytical, FEM simulation, and experimental
results of transformers without shield (P1), with round wire shield (P2), and with Litz wire shield (P3). The definition of Rac refers to step 5 in Fig. 2.

software FEMM [25]. The measurements are realized with
Agilent 4294A Precision Impedance Analyzer.

The analytical, FEM, and measurement results are with the
magnetic field in one, two, and three dimensional, respectively.
The analytical model assumes the field line is straight and
parallel to the shield; the simulation is performed in the two-
dimension axisymmetric structure and considers the field dis-
tortion; the prototype in reality is not perfectly axisymmetric,
and the field distorts in three-dimensional. Their discrepancy
due to this reason is called one-dimensional, two-dimensional
assumptions, and three-dimensional effect, respectively. The
maximum error of the analytical results Rac( f )(Anal.) compared
with the measurement Rac( f )(Meas.) is

λ = MAX | Rac( f )(Anal.)−Rac( f )(Meas.)

Rac( f )(Meas.)
×100% | (6)

It is the maximum error along with the whole measured fre-
quency. λ of P1 and P2 are 16.49% and 13.19%, respectively.
The errors result from the one-dimensional field assumption
in the analytical model; the two-dimension assumption in the
simulation; and the errors in the measurement such as the
additional resistance of the leads. In general, the errors are in
the acceptable range.

B. Case 2: The Litz Wire Faraday Shield
For Faraday shields with Litz wire, an equivalent transfor-

mation is performed referring to [13, 17]

p f =
√

k f (7)

where k f is the number of strands,
√

k f is the effective number
of shield layers. ξ f for Litz wire is calculated in (2) with

dwf =
√

πdstrf/2 (8)

where dstrf is the diameter of the single strand.
Prototype 3 (P3) with the one layer Litz wire shield is built

and tested in Fig. 3. The winding configuration is listed in

P4

P1

P4
P1

R
ac

Fig. 4. The analytical, FEM simulation, and experimental results of trans-
formers without shield (P1) and with foil shield (P4).

Table I. The maximum analytical error λ of P3 is 10.54%.
The FEM simulation is closer to measurement, with a 1.18%
error at 180 kHz. This is because the simulation considers
the two-dimensional effect. Besides, the Litz wire is with the
insulation and twisting effects. The analytical model with (7,
8) does not consider all the skin and proximity effects in strand
and bundle level [16].

The round wire shield in Case 1 is with the same copper
cross-section area, and the Litz wire is with significantly
smaller shield loss. However, it is not guaranteed in other
cases. A general method to choose between the single-layer
round wire or Litz wire shield is to compare their equivalent
resistance directly. If other parameters are the same, when√

k f ξ f of the Litz (dwf =
√

πdstrf/2) is smaller than ξ f of the
round wire (dwf =

√
πd f /2), the Litz wire is preferred.
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Fig. 5. The analytical, FEM simulation, and experimental results of trans-
formers without shield (P5), with one layer (P6), two layers (P7), and three
layers (P8) shields.

TABLE III
WINDING PARAMETERS OF MULTI-LAYER-SHIELDS TRANSFORMERS P5

TO P8

Pri. Sec. Faraday Shield
P5∼P8 P5 P6 P7 P8

Shield layers 1 2 3
Turns Ni 68 34 34 68 102
Layers pi 2 1 1 2 3
Dia. di (mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Raci @ 200 kHz (Ω) P5 P6 P7 P8

Pri. Rac1 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Sec. Rac2 0.37 0.40 0.44 0.48
Shield Racf 2.75 5.82 9.21

C. Case 3: The Foil Faraday Shield

Prototype 4 (P4) with foil Faraday shield is also built and
tested (c.f. Fig. 4). The winding parameters are in Table I.
The analytical and simulation results of P1 and P4 almost
coincide with each other due to the thin shield. The difference
between P1 and P4 is only distinct with the increase of
frequency. It explains that shield losses are not apparent
in some experimental comparisons or applications [9]. The
maximum analytical error λ of P4 is 17.65%. It results from
the three-dimensional effect which both the analytical and
FEM models cannot capture, and the experimental errors, e.g.,
the measurement error and the additional resistance of the
winding leads.

D. Case 4: Multi-layer of Faraday Shields

Double or multi-layer Faraday shields are used in iso-
lation transformers for better CM noise cancellation [26,
27]. The typical connections of the one and two shields
scenarios are in Fig. 1. For more shields, their one termi-
nal is normally parallel-connected and grounded with pri-
mary/secondary winding, and another terminal is floating. In

P9

P10

R
ac

Fig. 6. The analytical, FEM simulation, and experimental results of inter-
leaved transformers without shield (P9) and with shields (P10).

TABLE IV
WINDING PARAMETERS OF INTERLEAVED TRANSFORMERS P9 AND P10

Pri. Sec. Shields
P9∼P10 P9 P10

Shield type Interleaved
Turns Ni 68 68 102
Layers pi 2 2 3
Dia. di (mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0

Raci @ 100 kHz (Ω) P9 P10

Pri. Rac1 0.43 0.43
Sec. Rac2 0.50 0.61
Shield Racf 1.04

multi-winding transformers, the windings carrying no current
can also behave like multi-layer shields [28].

If p f layers of shields are placed between the primary and
secondary, the magnetic field does not change much because
the shields do not provide any current source. Hence, the loss
of each shield is the same as (A.5).

Prototypes 5, 6, 7, and 8 (P5∼P8) are built with 0, 1, 2,
and 3 layers of shields, respectively. The winding parameters
are in Table III. The comparison of ac resistance Rac is in
Fig. 5. The maximum analytical errors λ of P5, P6, P7, and
P8 are 10.55%, 12.88%, 8.95%, and 7.25%, respectively. The
consistency between the analytical, FEM, and measurement
results verifies that the field distortion when inserting the
shields between windings can be neglected.

E. Case 5: Faraday Shields in Interleaved Transformers

For interleaved transformers, the MMF coefficient α is

α = (
NpfI1−NsfI2

I1
)2 (9)

where Npf and Nsf are the numbers of turns of primary
and secondary on the left side of the shield, I1 and I2 are
the conducting RMS currents in the primary and secondary,
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eq. (14), Sec. III.F              

Multiple shields,
eq. (14), Sec. III.F              

1 > 1

• dwf  : equivalent thickness of the Faraday shield
• rf    : radius of the Faraday shield
• t1    : number of turns per circle
• Other parameter definitions refer to step 1
• Steps 2 to 5 are not applicable for the coaxial transformer

Proximity effect factor, eq. (2) :             
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Fig. 7. (a) The top view and cross-section of the coaxial transformer with Faraday shields, formulas of the shield loss. (b) is its magnetostatic simulation at
200 kHz. The magnetic field intensity lines inside the shield HextIf and outside of the shield HextOf are also plotted. (c) is the analytical, FEM simulation,
and experimental results of the shield resistance of the coaxial transformer,which is obtained by subtracting the ac resistance of P12 with shield from the ac
resistance of P11 without the shield P11.

respectively. The loss in each shield is different, and the total
loss is the sum of loses of each shield. Therefore, ∑ is used
to replace p f in (5, A.5) to represent this procedure:

p f = ∑ (10)

Two interleaved transformers Prototypes 9 and 10 (P9 and
P10) without and with Faraday shields are built and tested
in Fig. 6. The winding parameters are in Table IV. The in-
terleaved layout is pri.-shield-sec.-shield-pri.-shield-sec.. The
interleaved transformer reduces the maximum magnetic field
strength, so the loss in single layer Faraday shield, the ac
resistance of the primary and secondary winding, and the
leakage inductance decrease. However, the number of shield
layers increases. Thus there is a trade-off in terms of loss
between the increase of the shield numbers and the decrease
of winding and single-layer shield loss.

The maximum analytical errors λ of P9 and P10 are 7.98%
and 15.41%, respectively. The analytical and FEM results

of P10 are more consistent with each other compared with
the measurement, which attributes to the measurement errors
and the three-dimensional effect which the analytical and
simulation cannot capture.

F. Case 6: Faraday Shields in Coaxial Transformers
The Faraday shield is also used in coaxial transformers as

in Fig. 7. There is no net current in the shield, therefore the
field intensity at the outer side of the shield HextOf and inner
side of the shield HextIf are similar

HextOf =
NiÎi

2π(r f +dwf/2)
HextIf =

NiÎi

2π(r f −dwf/2)

HextOf ≈ HextIf ≈
NiÎi

2πr f

i = 1 for the primary and 2 for the secondary

(11)

where r f is the radius from the shield to the center of the
core axis, 2πr f replaces h f as the effective magnetic field
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TABLE V
WINDING PARAMETERS OF COAXIAL TRANSFORMERS P11 AND P12

Pri. Sec. Shields
P11∼P12 P11 P12

Shield type Foil
Turns Ni 8 8 1
Layers pi 1 1 1
Dia. di (mm) 1.0 1.0 0.4
Winding radius ri (mm) 8.5 3.5 5.1

Raci @ 200 kHz (Ω) P11 P12

Shield Racf 0.018

length. Usually r f � dwf, so the approximation made in (11)
is reasonable. The derivation in Appendix A follows Dowell’s
one-dimensional straight-line magnetic field assumption. It is
also applied here for the circle-shaped field, like Dowell’s
equation for the round wires. Therefore, the shield losses and
equivalent resistance referring to the primary side are

Pacf = (I1)
2 p f ·α

lw f 4 f ρ f ξ f

πr f dw f
(12)

Racf = p f ·α
lw f 4 f ρ f ξ f

πr f dw f
(13)

where
α = N2

1 (14)

Two coaxial transformers P11 and P12 without and with
Faraday shield are built and tested in Fig. 7(b) and (c). Four
toroid cores are used for each transformer, with two on each
side. The inner, outer diameter, and height of the toroid core
are 23, 36, and 16 mm, respectively. The winding configuration
is in Table V. The shield is made of copper foil. The FEM
and measurement results are obtained by subtracting the ac
resistance of P12 and P11.

The coaxial transformer is with the round-circle shaped
magnetic field. The solution in the cylindrical-coordinate sys-
tem is preferred, and the primary and secondary winding
resistance with this model is in [29]. It is not presented here
due to the limit page and scope of the paper. On the other side,
the proposed model is based on Dowell’s one-dimensional
field assumption and achieves good accuracy here. Above 60
kHz, the maximum analytical error of the shield resistance
is 28.43%. Below this frequency, P11 and P12 are with
significant large primary and secondary winding resistances
compared with the shield equivalent resistance. The errors of
their subtraction increase with the decrease of the frequency.

In conclusion, the analytical model in the six cases fit the
FEM simulation and measurement in a wide range of fre-
quency. This model follows Dowell’s assumption. Therefore,
they are with the same character in terms of errors, e.g., the
accuracy increases with the increase of the porosity factor.
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Fig. 8. Determine the optimal shield thickness range based on the shield loss.
The loss is calculated with the configurations of transformer P6 with 100kHz,
1A RMS current. dwf is restricted by the EMI function limit to conduct CM
current, the shield loss limit, and available wire limit (the thinnest commercial
available wire AWG 50, 0.02515 mm).

IV. FARADAY SHIELD DESIGN

A. Design Procedure and the Criteria to Determine Shield
Losses

The shield loss Pacf of the transformer P6 is illustrated in
Fig. 8. It is represented by an ac resistance converted to the
primary side Racf in (5). Racf is proportional to p f ·ξ2 f , which
is a function of dwf. So both Pacf and Racf increase with dwf,
then decrease, and finally keep stable.

To qualitatively decrease the shield losses, there are two
methods:

1) Reducing the thickness dwf. Typically dwf is designed
below the highest resistance point to reduce the resistive
losses, as is illustrated by the shield loss limit with red
dashed line. In [28], dwf is suggested below 1/3 of the
skin depth.

2) Increasing the conductivity of the shield. It also helps
to provide a better electromagnetic interference (EMI)
shielding function.

To quantitatively control the shield loss, the shield loss
limit in Fig. 8 is used. This limit is to restrict the maximum
shield equivalent thickness dwf. In practice, there are two kinds
of shield loss limits. The first kind is the maximum loss
value [Pacf]max, which is normally required by each specific
design out of the total loss control or thermal considerations.
Substituting [Pacf]max into (A.5) or (12), the maximum dwf is
obtained. The second kind is the shield loss ratio β . It is
defined assuming an equal loss of the primary and secondary
windings

β =
Pacf

Pac1 +Pac2

≈
Racf

2Rac1
=

mξ f

ς1 +
2
3 (p12−1)ξ1

= f (p1,∆1,∆ f )
(15)
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 Calc. penetration ratio Δ1 with steps 1.1 & 1.2 in Fig. 2

 p1, Δ1

Upper boundary:
• Shield loss limit
▪ Maximum shield loss [Pacf]max: use (A.5)/ eq.(12) 
▪ Shield loss ratio β: use loss limit map Fig. 9(b)

 pf, Δf

• Thickness or diameter of the shield : df

• Number of shield layers: pf

• Thickness or diameter of primary winding: d1

• Number of primary layers: p1

Lower boundary:
• EMI design & available wire limit

Begin

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

End

Calc. pf & df with steps 1.1 & 1.2 in Fig. 2

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) The shield loss limit map from eq. (15). With ∆1 and p1 from x−
and y−axes, the indicated value of ∆ f on the contour line is the maximum
limit for the shield to keep the shield loss ratio β below 10%. (b) Shield layers
and thickness design procedure based on the loss limit map in Fig. 9(a). For
an existing design, the calculated d f is also used for the criteria to determine
shield losses.

β is limited to 10% [24]. The shied loss map based on (15)
is depicted in Fig. 9(a), while the number of shield layers is
p f =1. From the map, the maximum 4f and dwf are obtained.

The smallest dwf is limited by the EMI design, e.g., the
EMI-suppression ability, CM current loss, structure strength
requirements, and available smallest diameter of the wires
(now it can be as thin as American Wire Gauge (AWG) 50,
0.02515 mm), etc. It is indicated by the blue dashed line in
Fig. 8.

In general, there are two boundaries in the shield design.
The lower boundary is the EMI design & available wire limit,
and the upper boundary is the shield loss limit. Based on that,
a design procedure of the shield thickness d f and number of

ξ 1

z

y

x
SecondaryPrimary 

Faraday 
ShieldCore

U1

1 2 N2

iCM

U2

Ut1Ut1+1

UN1 U1f

U2f

UNf

Fig. 10. The common mode (CM) current in the transformer. The connection
is the same with Fig. 1(c). U1, U2,... UN1 are the voltage of each turn in
primary, U1f, U2f,... UN f are the voltage of each turn of the shield.

layers p f is proposed in Fig. 9(b). For an existing design,
Fig. 9(b) can be used to determine whether the shield loss
should be considered in the modeling.

B. Shield EMI Design

The shield EMI design considers the EMI function limit and
the CM current loss. Firstly, the shield should be designed to
fulfill EMI regulations such as CISPR-32 [30], which relates to
the shield position, grounding/ terminal connection, and shield
height/ number of turns. In a standard configuration, a shield is
placed between primary and secondary windings with one ter-
minal grounded with primary/ secondary and another terminal
floating. Normally, it is made of one turn foil or multi-turns
of round wires occupying the whole winding height. Recent
advanced techniques modify this standard configuration by
performing detailed electrical and magnetic field analysis for
each transformer case, which can realize better EMI-suppress
functions, as in [2, 31, 32]. The principle of EMI suppression
can be simply expressed as Fig. 10. Without the shield, the CM
current iCM is induced from the high dv/dt of the switching
voltage, flows through the primary, the insulation between
windings, secondary, and returns to the ground. When adding
a shield, iCM only circulates in the current loops of the primary
side (primary winding ⇒ insulation ⇒ Faraday shield ⇒
ground) and secondary side (secondary winding ⇒ insulation
⇒ Faraday shield ⇒ ground) separately. The reduction of
the displacement current between the primary and secondary
windings leads to a lower EMI level.

Another consideration in the shield EMI design is its CM
current losses PCMf. It relates to the shield configuration in
the first part and the shield thickness d f . Usually there is no
specific limitation on PCMf, since EMI regulations limit the
overall CM current to limit the CM loss and its impact. There-
fore, PCMf is only briefly discussed here for completeness. iCM
distributively flows from the windings to the shield along the
shield height h f , as Fig. 10. A simplification of the routing
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TABLE VI
TRANSFORMER PARAMETERS AND SHIELD DESIGN INPUT

Parameters Value

Frequency (kHz) 100
Core type PQ 50/50
Core material PC44
Bobbin type B65982E

Windings Pri. Sec.

Wire type Litz Litz
Turns Ni 22 7
Layers pi 2 1
Dia. di (mm) 0.1 0.32
No. of strands kstr 350 58

TABLE VII
DESIGN STEPS OF FARADAY SHIELD FOR DAB TRANSFORMER

Step Item Calculations

1.1 Equiv. dw1
√

π×0.1/2 = 0.09 mm

1.2.1 η1
22
2 ×
√

350×0.09
36.1 = 0.51

1.2.2 δ1

√
1.68×10−8

π(4π×10−7)×(100×103)
= 0.21 mm

1.2.3 41

√
0.51×0.09

0.21 = 0.31

1.3 Equiv. p1
√

350×2 = 37

2.1 Shield loss map 4 f ≤ 2.0

2.2 EMI & wire limit d f ≥ 0.1, 4 f ≥ 0.31

3 Foil shield design p f = 1,d f = 0.1 mm

h f = 32.5 mm

resistance assumes all iCM flows from the upside floating
terminal with UN f to the downside ground. Considering the
foil shield with the cross-section of d f lwf, the shield routing
dc resistance Rdcrt is

Rdcrt ≈ ρ f
h f

d f lwf
(16)

where ρ f and lwf are the resistivity and mean length per turn of
the shield. The ac resistance Racrt is calculated with Dowell’s
equation and only considers the skin effect:

Racrt = Rdcrt ·Frrt = Rdcrt ·4 f ς f (17)

and the CM loss PCMf

PCMf = i2CM ·Racrt (18)
At fundamental frequency f , 4 f ≤ 3 as required by the

design map Fig. 9. For harmonics at a higher frequency, e.g.,
100 f , 4100f ≤ 30, Racrt ≤ 30Rdcrt. iCM is limited by the EMI
regulations and with a reduced amplitude as the increase of
frequency. It generates CM current loss in the shield with Racrt,
and also dielectric loss in the insulation material with Rinsu.
Rinsu� Racrt. Usually both CM current and dielectric loss are

with a shield

without shield

Fig. 11. The analytical and experimental results of the designed transformer
without shield and with a shield.

neglected compared to the magnetically-induced loss which is
proportional to the square of the primary current [33].

In this work, the EMI design is mainly performed to meet
the EMI standards. So, CM currents have no significant effect
on the shield design. Depending on the application, if the
CM current iCM is not negligible, then the minimum shield
thickness d f can be calculated according to (17) and (18).

C. A Case Study for the Faraday Shield Design

The dual active bridge converter (DAB) is preferred in au-
tomotive and renewable energy applications due to its features
of high-power density, galvanic isolation, and bidirectional
power transfer capability. The Faraday shield is used in its
transformer for better isolation and EMI suppression function
[4]. In this section, a case study of the shield design in the
DAB transformer is presented.

The basic parameters are in Table VI as design input. Three
steps are presented in Table VII following the design procedure
in Fig. 9. The first step with five sub-steps follows step 1 in
Fig. 2. At second step, the shield loss ratio β ≤ 10% is used
as the loss limit. At the calculated point (41 = 0.31, p1 = 37)
in Fig. 9(a), it is found that 4 f ≤ 2.0. In the EMI design, the
standard configuration is applied. The shield is between pri-
mary and secondary, and connected with the primary ground.
The foil shield with the height of 32.5 mm is used to occupy
the winding height. There is no CM current shield loss limit.
Considering the thinnest foil available in the lab d f ≥ 0.1mm,
4 f ≥ 0.31. So d f = 0.1 mm is chosen as the designed shield.
The designed transformer is built and tested in Fig. 11, the
transformer without shield is also calculated and presented.

The maximum analytical error of the transformer with shield
λ is 53.11% @ 35 kHz. The error comes from the mismatch
of the assumptions of Dowell’s equation for the Litz wire,
as discussed in Case 2. Besides, the porosity factor η in this
case is low as 0.51. The magnetic field is not parallel with the
winding and shield in z-direction, which means severe two-
dimensional effect and mismatch of the analytical assumption.
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The calculated shield equivalent ac resistance is 3.69 mΩ @
100 kHz and 87.02 mΩ @ 500 kHz, so the shield loss ratio
β of the total ac resistance is 2.14% and 3.84%, respectively.
It realizes and verifies the β ≤ 10% design target. Since λ is
even significantly larger than β , the shield loss in this design
is negligible.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An analytical expression for ac losses in the Faraday shield
based on classical winding loss models is presented. Twelve
transformer prototypes related to six case studies on Faraday
shields are constructed with different wire types. Both finite
element method and experimental results verify the model. The
loss of the Faraday shield is not negligible with the increasing
number of layers, frequency, and thickness of shields. Finally,
the criteria to determine the shield losses and corresponding
design procedure are given and verified in a case study. By
using the loss limit map, the adequate Faraday shield wire
thickness region is derived to maintain the EMI-suppression
function and maximum winding loss increase of 10%.

APPENDIX A
LOSS MODELING IN FARADAY SHIELDS

With the one-dimensional flux distribution and magne-
tomotive force (MMF) in the winding area, the magnetic
field intensity Hz is modeled by the diffusion equation from
Maxwell equations

d2 Hz

dy2 = jσωµHz = γ
2Hz (A.1)

where γ = (1+ j)/δ .
The internal field boundary of the shield refers to (3), and

the current distribution for skin effect is

Jsx = 0 (A.2)

The external field strength of the shield refers to (4). With
the identical HextLf and HextRf, the general solution of (A.1)
for proximity effect in z direction is

Hpz =
coshγy

cosh γdw
2

HextLf (A.3)

The current distribution Jpx for proximity effect is

Jpx =
dHpzf

dy
=

γ sinhγy

cosh γdwf
2

HextLf (A.4)

Substituting HextLf from (4), the loss of the shield Pacf is

Pacf = Nf

lwρ f
hf
Nf

2

∫ dwf

0
|Jx|2 dy = (I1)

2 p f ·α
24 f lw f ρ f ξ f

h f dwf
(A.5)

where
p f = 1, α = N1

2, ξ2 f =
sinh4 f − sin4 f

cosh4 f + cos4 f
(A.6)
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